
MURB strategy

Why prepare for EV's

EV's are not a fad - they have decided advantages apart from reducing carbon footprints and city 
pollution; people like them because they are much cheaper to maintain and to fuel. The EV 
industry is increasingly seeing almost monthly major announcements that indicate a steeply rising
trend.

There is government support available because EV's are an effective way to start mitigating the 
costs of fighting climate change.

Best way to prepare

New buildings are not an issue here – they are being electrified at construction time, cost is 
therefore lower and not an issue in any case since the new tenant has to pay for it as a small part
of the much higher living space cost.

On the other hand, retrofitting existing buildings is subject to strong price elasticity because their  
management is usually not keenly interested. Generally a few tenants spearhead the need for 
EV's and there is no sizable, collective demand; hence they have to shoulder the initial costs and 
capex should be sized accordingly - minimum at first, but allow for growth. Major costs start in the
electrical room with future growth in the garage. The main question is - is there enough power 
capacity or any capacity at all for EV's.

Let's give you a distillation of the market to let you make the most educated decision you can 
about the best way to proceed if you need to go ahead with EV's in your condo

A look at available tech shows these options

• Install a single, dual or even quad uncontrolled station; they require a small available 
panel capacity; they can even be Level1 if single. Quads and duals may share the power 
of a single, albeit larger breaker.

• Install load-switching that effectively switches EVSE power on/off to limit power draw. A 
more advanced version of this is time-sharing across multiple stations; these shut power 
on/off at the EVSE to limit consumption peaks and share power between stations. 

• Install a few load-sharing stations; these share a fixed allocated amount of power; they 
require a much larger available panel capacity but it becomes shared with any added 
stations later.

• Install a few adaptive load-controlled stations; they use the existing BC Hydro actual load 
record to determine average existing (spare) capacity; spare capacity changes 
dynamically because it is also shared with any other existing loads like elevators, HVAC, 
amenities, etc.

The actual power available determines how many EVs can charge; load-shared and adaptive 
load controlled can be significantly more efficient in the use of power. The more efficiency, the 
less required power wiring – actual power required remains the same.

There is some very confusing jargon out there that can throw your evaluations off if you are not 
aware of what it means. It involves concepts such as cloud-based control, time-of-use(TOU), 
networked, demand response and demand-side management. These terms generally do little or 
nothing to give you a clear decision-making ability by themselves without a valid context.
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A special – often overlooked - consideration during preparation is to allow for future growth at a 
fairly linear pace with a lower per/unit cost than the initial installation. This is the most difficult part
of the process, with significant tradeoffs.

Preparation details

uncontrolled - can be the least-cost, off-the-shelf choice and offers the largest selection of 
suppliers, but each unit needs separate wiring and uses up capacity that is not available to any 
other units, whether it is on or off; some may have monthly communications overheads as part of 
the product. The cost of wiring a few is manageable and beguiling, the cost of scaling up are 
insanely exorbitant.

load-switched and time-shared - next lowest in off-the-shelf cost, but could increase installation
costs. They can be beneficial in select environments where charging occurs mainly during 
extended low-consumption periods when they don't have to switch too often. You should be 
aware that shutting off the AC power of an EVSE while a car is charging creates issues: some will
blare, others will turn on a malfunction indicator when tripped too frequently  and some will not 
resume drawing power (need to have the connector unplugged and reinserted to continue.) It also
tests the reboot resiliency of the EVSE.

load-shared – more limited selection; requires enough available capacity to charge several EV's, 
within planned limits; uses less expensive wiring; is capable of distributing power across all 
connected EV's so as to provide some minimum level of power to each; as far as is known only 
available on a turnkey lease basis, with monthly fees and a minimum number of initial stations.

adaptive load-controlled – very limited selection, new technology; uses the historical 
consumption records for the panel to determine approximate spare capacity over time; uses load-
sensing techniques to determine instantaneous capacity, so the amount of power for each EV 
may change every few seconds and depends on the power used by other appliances on the 
panel, on the number of cars actually plugged in and on whether they are still charging; is 
extensible to add more stations in single units; this is a fixed-cost LAN product with no 
communications charges; the system is flexible and reduces average power gradually as more 
EV's are added and its limits are reached; it is the only known option currently licensed to take 
into account building demand when controlling charge stations.  It can make optimal use of 
electrical room infrastructure as explained below.

Administrative

The administrative issues arising from allocating variable costs to unmanaged stations can only 
be surmounted by a high degree of goodwill. There are some solutions that allow recording the 
electricity costs while attached to Level1 plugs and they may be easier to accept. 

All installations and additions require previous approval if subsidized, and permits on installation.
The area of financing and administration revolve around cost recovery; electricity is a variable 
cost and some stations provide for a monthly consumption record; one meter per station is 
expensive and may be illegal (sub-metering); a common meter for all EV's is reasonable; since it 
is revenue-grade it can be used to determine a basis on which to allocate power costs. A 1% 
accurate separate consumption record per station will enable that, and a station should provide it.
MURB bylaws may require installation costs to be shared; that makes an extensible solution more
equitable. Here is a startup strategy if the adaptive load-controlled option is used.

All MURB's have a common 3-phase panel with usually significant spare capacity, and the utility 
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load record is available. Based on that an additional breaker may be added to it, dedicated to EV 
charging. Without panel load-sensing this is not possible, since the panel services commons 
safety systems. The added breaker may be as high as 100A/phase for a small MURB, which is 
sufficient to power 30 EV's with a service time of 10 hrs for a charge of 16 kWh/EV.
If future non-EV services are added to the panel, the EV service level will decrease accordingly. If
the wiring in the power room is routed with this in mind, the original breaker can be placed in a 
separate panel. We could originally also have had 2 breakers at ½ the rating in a sub-panel.
This leaves electricity costs to account for. The MURB knows what its electricity costs for the 
panel were without EV's; the difference is now assigned to the EV owners and allocated to each 
in proportion to their consumption. This is easily accomplished since the stations record individual
consumption.

Summary

Each MURB has its own wiring layouts. The most cost-effective approach is to engage an 
engineering firm familiar with the various charging techniques to consult on the best solution. 
Consultations are usually inexpensive and this material will hopefully assist you in understanding 
their suggestions and assessing the alternatives. We believe engineering firms represent a very 
unbiased and professional alternative to what could otherwise lead to a series of very costly 
errors.

It is possible, but much more difficult to mix different technologies within the same building. One 
pitfall centers about installing a low-cost non-managed option first, to be followed by a more 
extensive managed option later. This curtails the proper operation of the later installs because it 
removes shareable power from the pool. Mixing is technically possible, but each technology 
would have to be kept electrically separate from the other. It will increase administrative costs and
could lead to the unmanaged solution having to be eventually removed in the interest of fairness 
and budgetary issues.
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